This paper proposes a hierarchical association multi-target tracking trajectory generation method. The AdBoost method combined with online discriminant analysis apparent model is first utilized to achieve initial tracking trajectories; then, the Hungarian method is utilized to optimize fragmented and discontinuous trajectories to achieve accurate trajectories fragments; finally, the intelligent extrapolation based on the energy minimization utilized to achieve the final smoother and continuous trajectories. Experimental results on PETS 2009/2010 benchmark demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
Introduction
Multi-target tracking has emerged as an active research topic in the past two decades due to its widespread applications in many areas [1] [2] [3] . However, robust tracking of multiple targets remains a huge challenge, especially in the case of mutual occlusion. To solve the issue of false tracking caused by inter-target mutual occlusion, Andriyenko and Schindler propose a method based on the continuous minimum energy [4] , where the tracking informations of an objects are utilized to construct an energy function and the optimal tracking trajectory is obtained by solving the energy function based on the association strategy.
Inspired by the idea in literature [4] , this paper proposes a tracking method based on hierarchical correlation combined with apparent model. Specifically, tracking fragments are first obtained according to the information of color, texture and gradient; then, the double threshold method is utilized to obtain discontinuous but correlation tracking fragments; finally, tracking fragments are further correlated with respect to extracted positive and negative training samples to obtain smooth and continuous tracking trajectories. Different from the tracking trajectories achieved based on the continuous minimum energy method, the proposed method takes into account not only the tracking trajectory information of the past and current frames, but also the tracking trajectory information of future frames.
Online Apparent Model Based Initial Correlation
The aim of the online discrimination apparent model (OLDAMs) [5] is to impletement the similarity comparison between objects using the AdaBoost algorithm, and to achieve the initial correlation of tracking fragments. The online apparent discrimination model mainly consists of the following four steps: (1) Online sample collection; (2) Apparent feature extraction; (3) Similarity measurement, and (4) Algorithm learning. Among the above four steps, training samples are collected within a time sliding window to adapt to the changes of appearance and background; and apparent feature, as the combination of similarity measure among image descriptors, is utilized to distinguish different targets well. The obtained tracking fragment set is denoted as T
Hungarian Algorithm Based Second Correlation Second Correlation Process
The tracking target set is denoted asℜ={r 1 , r 2 , … r j, … }, where r j =(x j , y j , s j, t j , a j ), (x j , y j ) is the location information of target, s i is the size of the j th tracking target, t i is the frame number where the j th tracking target appears, and a i is the color histogram of the j th tracking target. The tracking trajectory set is denoted as T={T 1 , T 2 , …, T i, … }, where T i ={r ij |∀ j, t ij <t ij+1 } is the i th tracking trajectory. The second correlation process of tracking trajectory is an iterative process. That is, the correlation set of tracking fragment obtained using the OLDAMs in
, l k is the number of tracking fragment for the k th tracking target}. After the second correlation, the tracking fragment set is denoted as
, … }. Under the assumption each tracking trajectory obtained using the OLDAMs is independent of each other, the trajectory optimization problem can be considered as a maximum a posteriori problem:
If the false alarm rate of multi-target tracking follows the Bernoulli distribution, the likelihood probability of tracking trajectory in equation (1) is formulated as:
where Φ represents the detection accuracy, |T k L | denotes the number of tracking objects in the k th tracking trajectory T k
) denote the likelihood probability of tracking objects and false targets in T k L respectively. P(L k ), the posterior probability of tracking trajectory in Equation (1) 
where
denote the initial probability, connection probability and termination probability respectively.
Assuming that there is only one tracking trajectory for a tracking target, and can be formulated as:
The meaning of Equation (4) is that there is no overlap between any two tracking trajectories, namely there is no mutual occlusion between any two tracking trajectories. Therefore, the correlation of the i th tracking trajectory is unique, and Equation (3) can be further written as:
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Compared with other methods, the proposed maximum a posteriori probability equation as shown in Equation (5) has the following advantages: (1) Removing false tracking fragments, and eliminating false target tracking effectively; (2) Dealling with the inter-change between initial correlation and termination correlation of tracking trajectory well by using the likelihood probability.
Solving Of Maximum A Posteriori
Suppose there are n tracking trajectories, then the maximum a posterior probability as shown in Equation (5) can be converted to the solving of the problem of standard bipartite graph matching, and the transition matrix is formualted as: 
It is should be noted that P + (T i L ) is divided into two components, and then these two components are integrated into two adjacent transfer matrices respectively. As mentioned before, one of the aim of constructing Equation (5), a maximum a posteriori probability equation, is to reduce the false alarm rate, which is also reflected in the constitution of diagonal elements of the transfer matrix as shown in Equation (6): (1) Each diagonal element is set to be a logarithmic likelihood function to deal with the false alarm of each tracking fragment, since each false alarm tracking fragment is not associated with other true tracking fragments track, either not considered as an initial trajectory or a termination trajectory; (2) Each diagonal element represents the "self-correlation" of the corresponding tracking fragment.
Solving Of Transition Matrix
The connection probability in Equation (3) is determined by the information of apparent contour, motion state, and time interval of tracking targets:
Computing the apparent contour information of tracking targets. To achieve the optimal tracking results, the Kalman filtering method is first adopted to extract the position and size information of tracking targets to estimate the movement speed; then, the random sampling consensus algorithm is utilized to obtain the integrated color histogram a i * ; finally, the Gaussian distribution function is adopted to obtain the information of apparent contour:
where corr(.) represents the correlation coefficient of the color histogram a i * and a j * , and σ c represents the corresponding variance.
Computing the time interval information of tracking targets. The maximum time interval between two correlated tracking trajectories is measured with respect to the rate of missed detection during the time interval between these two correlated tracking trajectories:
where α is the missing rate, θ is the threshold of time interval, and Z θ is the normalization factor. Within the time interval [1, θ] , w is the number of frames where one tracking target is occluded by other tracking targets, ∆t-1-w is the number of frames which are missed.
Minimum Energy Based High Lever Correlation
The tracking trajectories obtained based on the initial and second correlation are short and rough, therefore minimum energy based high correlation is here utilized to achieve longer and smoother tracking trajectories The energy function is here defined as follows:
where α, β, κ, γ, λ, μ denote the weight of different model respectively. E app denotes the energy of appearance model, and E det denotes the energy of visibility model and helps to eliminate the correlation between tracking targets. E exc , E dyn and E per denote the energy of exclusion model, dynamic model, trajectory persistence model respectively, which help to optimize the tracking results. E cor denotes the energy of trajectory correction model, which helps to prevent the over-fitting in the process of iterating to a certain extent. The optimal tracking trajectory X* is the optimal solution of the following equation:
where E(X*) is consecutive minimum energy in the search space R. The value of E(X*) depends on the length of video sequences and the number of tracking target, and generally between 10 3 and 10 4 . It can be seen from table 1 that the proposed method achieves the best tracking performance in comparison with the other two methods.
Experiments

Conclusions
To deal with the issue of multi-target tracking, this paper proposes a hierarchical correlation method combine with the apparent model. Given the detection results of tracking targets, the AdBoost algorithm combined with online discriminant apparent model is first utilized to achieve initial tracking trajectories; then, the Hungarian algorithm is here utilized to optimize fragmented and discontinuous tracking trajectories to achieve stable and accurate trajectories fragments; finally, the intelligent extrapolation based on energy minimization is here utilized to achieve the final smoother and longer tracking trajectories. Experimental results on PETS 2009/2010 benchmark demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
